
Career Guidance Program Orientation 

Dear Parents,  

Choosing and pursuing the right career path is one of the key decisions every student 
needs to make. Adopting a scientific approach which is well researched and thought 
through is critical for making this decision. The pace at which careers are evolving and 
traditional career paths are losing the edge, it is essential that students increase their 
awareness and take decisions which are future proof!  

As an initiative towards helping students, the school has integrated a career guidance 
portal with Mindler which has developed a comprehensive Career Guidance Platform. 
Mindler helps students discover their unique potential which helps them make an apt 
career choice through comprehensive assessments. The comprehensive career guidance 
eco-system is aimed at empowering students to make well-informed career decisions. 
What makes this platform unique is the blend of machine learning with strategic human 
interventions, aiding students to choose the best-suited career path.  

We have invited the Mindler team to give an orientation webinar on the Art of Career 
Decision Making and also introduce the program to parents & students. On August 14’ 
2021, we will be having Mr. Prikshit Dhanda along with his team who shall talk about 
implementing the Mindler Career Guidance Program in our school. Mr. Prikshit Dhanda is 
professionally trained from Harvard University and is India’s leading life and career coach 
with over 2 decades of experience.  

 
Date – August 14’ 2021 (Saturday) 
Time – 8:00 am to 9:00 am  
Audience - Parents (Class X) 
Link - will be sent one day prior to the session 

We hope all of you will make full utilisation of the Mindler Career Guidance Platform and 
take well informed career decisions to shape the future of our students. We recommend 
parents to attend the session as it will be beneficial for their ward. 


